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Final Report to Contract NO0014-76-C-l009

DESIGN AND TESTING OF HIGH PERFORMANCE BRUSHES

Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science

University of Virginia, Charlottesville,VA 22901

ABSTRACT

A new breed of electrical brush,.i.4 unlubricated flexible metal brushes, has
been developed. Of these, two specific types, namely metal fiber brushes and met-
al foil brushes, have been constructed and tested, and a theory has been developed
which accounts for their behavior, based on Holm's theory of electrical contacts.
It has been shown that electrical tunneling makes a significant contribution to
current conduction in fiber brushes, outside of the areas needed for bearing the
brush fQrce. Correspondingly brush resistance is reduced, the more so the finer
the fibers are, and brush performance was found to be very superior. Some of
these developments plus a number of other novel designs of unlubricated flexible
metal brushes have given rise to two extensive patent applications. The most prom-
ising of those latter designs have not yet been reduced to practice but they should
go far to eliminate most, and perhaps all, of remaining shortcomings of electrical
brushes, In this, the outstanding properties are (i) very low brush resistance
even at quite small brush forces, (ii) virtual absence of electrical noise. As an
integral part of our research, testing equipment has been developed which permits
testing of electrical brushes at constant loads as small as 0.1 N.at currents up
to 500 Amp and speeds to 72m/s, while monitoring the brush resistance, noise, wear
and coefficient of friction. The experience gained with electrical brushes opened
the way to the development of a new theory of unlubricated metal friction and wear,
as also theoretical understanding of metal-graphite brushes, for which two distinct
regimes of conduction were discovered. Jln additionsome theoretical research in
other areas of ancillary interest to brush behavior has been conducted, most of it
in metal fatigue. Altogether twentysix papers were published in the international
literature, one bok* edited, two patent applications (with 102 and 107 claims, re-
spectively) made, and three advanced degrees completed (two M.S. and one Ph.D. degree).

INITIAL GOALS AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The initial proposal was made in response to a call for assistance in

overcoming a bottleneck which had arisen in connection with the development of

compact homopolar motors and generators, in that no known electrical brushes
were capable of meeting the design requirements, namely a current density of

2000 A/in2 = 3.1 MA/m 2 , at a speed of 40 m/s at a total loss of 0.25 watt/amp;
or less. At the time of the request, the best candidate brushes were the SG-

142 (Stackpole, 75w/o Ag in graphite) run in a moistened argon atmosphere, and

a fiber brush made of 8 lm silver-plated graphite fibers (McNab, U.S.Patent

3,668,451). This choice represente the implicit, perhaps unconscious restrict-

ion of brush specialists that all electrical brushes had to be lubricated,

and that among the two available lubricants, namely graphite and molybdenumdi-
sulfide, only the former had a sufficiently low electrical resistivity to

serve the purpose. The choice of atmosphere arose presumably from a combinati.on
of practical eperience and theoretical knowledge. It has the desired features
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of inhibiting the formation of unwanted surface films, such as of oxides, sul-

fides, chlorides or carbonates, and at the same time provides moisture to the

graphite without which graphite does not lubricate but rapidly disintegrates

through dusting.

GUIDING IDEAS

The total power loss through an electrical brush is the sum of mechanical

loss and electrical loss. These depend on the applied brush force in opposite

directions, i.e. the electrical resistance, and hence the electrical loss, de-

creases with increasing brush force,but the mechanical loss is proportional to

the brush force. As a general rule, the loss is therefore minimized when the

two losses are equal to each other, and this means that the optimal brush force
drops with increasing velocity since the mechanical loss is proportional, also,

to the velocity. However, one cannot arbitrarily reduce the brush force because

the brush must at all times be kept in firm contact with the opposite side. If

not, arcing results which is very destructive to brushes. The magnitude of the

minimum force needed to keep the brush running smoothly decreases with increasing
mechanical compliance of the brush, but the typical solid metal-graphite brushes
are rigid and therefore require a rather high brush force, for that reason mak-

ing them unsuitable for high speed applications if at the same time the total

loss shall be kept at a minimum.

The electrical resistance of a brush, which determines the plectrical power

loss, consists of three parts: The ohmic resistance of the brush body, the con-

striction resistance (due to the fact that atomic contact between two solids is

restricted to a small number of contact spots, the "a-spots", through which all

of the current must pass, thusly forcing local constriction of the flow line

pattern, and the film resistance. The latter is due to surface films separating

the two sides at the a-spots.

In view of these facts, it was decided to construct metal fiber brushes (or

metal "velvet" brushes) in the anticipation that these would reduce, and partly

eliminate, all three restrictions that preventbrushes to attain the desired high

performance levels: Breaking the tradition of using qraphite lubrication would

mean that the film resistance of the lubrication layer would be eliminated. Pro-
viding very many a-spots, namely at the ends of all metal fibers making contact

with the opposite side, would practically eliminate the constriction resistance

since this is inversely proportional to the root of the number of a-spots. And

making the brush mechanically soft would permit the use of very light brush for-

ces, and thus permit to greatly reduce the mechanical loss,
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TRANSFORMING THE GUIDING IDEAS INTO PRACTICE -PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN

From the outset, the research appeared to divide quite naturally into three

major tasks:

1) Designing and constructing testing equipment which would permit to pass

currents up to about 500 Amp through brushes while they were loaded against a

rotor with predetermined constant forces as low as about 0.5 oz., i.e. O.15N,

and to monitor the voltage drop and coefficient of friction for minutes, hours

or days. Furthermore,the apparatus should permit use of protective atmospheres.

2) Designing and fabricating metal fiber brushes with fiber diameters be-

tween, say, 5 and 50 )1m, uniformly distributed (brushes of thicker fibers are read-

ily made from fine wires or cables)

3) Testing those brushes and,.for comparison purposes, also testing SG-142

brushes. Then, on the basis of experience gained, improving brush design.

Soon it became apparent that three other projects should be pursued con-

currently in order to best further the objectives of the research:

4) Develop a theoretical understanding of the electrical resistance of un-

lubricated metal contacts.

5) Expand the range of unlubricated flexible metal brush designs beyond

that of the simple fiber brush by adding the study of metal foil brushes.

6) Continue work on some ancillary research projects relevant to brush be-

havior either directly or indirectly, including theoretical work on mechanical

properties of metals.

After the first few years of this project, the importance of the purely

mechranilal behavior of the brushes became increasingly obvious. As a conse-

quence a lastbut by no means least research project was added to the list:

7) Develop a theoretical understanding of friction and wear with and without

current flow.

ACHIEVEMENTS

The results obtained were as follows, using the same numbers as above:

1) Testing equipment was developed which fulfilled all of the requirements

listed under 1) above, and in addiition permits monitoring the sum of the elastic

deformation and wear rate of the brushes continuously within better than .001".

Two papers describing that equipment have been published.
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2) Metal fiber brushes with fiber diameters down to about 2 pim and up to ql0O0pm

at packing fractions between about 20% and 3% were made by successive drawing and

bundling in stages until the desired fiber diameters were achieved, then etching

away the matrix material surrounding the fibers in the drawn brush stock. The me-

thod was published. Fiber materials used were gold, platinum, palladium, niobium,

silver and copper.

3) Properties of fiber brushes were found to be indeed quite superior to those
of lubricated brushes. Soon the desired limits of performance, i.e. 0.25 w/A at

40m/s and 3.1 MA/m 2,were approached, and in due course they were substantially
bettered. As a result it is believed that the bottleneck on account of which this
research was carried out has indeed been overcome. It seems that unlubricated

metal to metal contact brushes, lightly loaded and with a large number of a-spots,

will be used not only in the homopolar machines originally at issue, but probably
in a wide range of other high-technology applications. One thus may foresee an

increasingly important role of compliant unlubricated metal brushes in the future.

4) A theory of electrical resistance of unlubricated metal brushes has been
developed taking Holm's contact theory as a starting point. Unlike metal-graphite

brushes, unlubricated metal brushes exhibit no apparent dependence of resistance on

current-and speed if they are used under clean conditions. This agrees with theo-

retical expectations for the case that the surface films are so thin (i.e. a few

atomic diamters) that they conduct primarily via electron tunneling. The data

indicate that electron tunneling outside of the load-bearing a-spots makes a sig-
nificant contribution to the current conduction when fiber diameters are less than

about 50 im at more than 10% packing fraction. This causes the corresponding de-

crease of brush resistance as compared to brushes with thicker fibers. Theoretical

projections are that tunneling becomes dominant, and brush resistances correspond-

ingly very small, when fiber diameters d and packing fractions f are such that

d/f2/3 . 56pm. Brushes fulfilling this condition have been named QM brushes.
If they fulfil their theoretical promise, they will solve all conceivable brush

problems in regard to limits on permissible losses per ampere and current densities.

Patent applications have been made regarding numerous concepts of methods of making

and using such brushes and designs for their shapes.

5) Metal foil brushes have been made and tested. They show great promise for

a wide range of applications. They consist of stacks of thin metal foils. Through

adjustments of the number, thickness, packing fraction and length of the foils, the
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mechanical stiffness of foil brushes can be varied widely, in accordance with in-

tended use. Application of the theory of metallic brushes discussed above rendered

excellent agreement between actual and forecast performance, thus greatly strength-

ening confidence in that theory. The resistance of foil brushes is somewhat higher

for same choice of materials load and other conditions, than that of fiber brushes

because the a-spots of foil brushes are plastically deformed, whereas those of

fiber brushes are mainly elastically loaded. Even so, on account of their great

ruggedness and simplicity, together with forecast very high achievable current

densities, foil brushes could meetsome requirements that cannot be met by monolith-

ic metal-graphite brushes. This research has also been published. It formed the

basis for an M.S. degree in Materials Science.

6) Several Dublications under sponsorship of this program, none of which ab-

stracted from effort which could otherwise have been devoted with comparable effect

to brush researchoconcerned mechanical properties, especially metal fatigue. This

subject is of peripheral importance to flexible metal brushes, because the most likely

mechanical failiure mode of such brushes is through fatiguing of the flexible members.

Another ancillary project was to organize a symposium on novel developments and

applications of composites, and to edit a book on that symposium. This appeared

to be, and almost certainly was, the most effective means to get most up-to-date

information on techniques to make fiber brushes. Namely, the brush stock out of

which fiber brushes are made is in fact a composite. Whereas our brushes were

made through drawing in bundles, another technique is by drawing of metal powders,

and yet another through drawing of directionally solidified alloys, or by substi-

tuting extrusion wholly or partly for drawing. We obtained numerous samples and

practical suggestions for making brushes from participants in the symposium.

7) One of the most fruitful results of the research under this contract has

been to clarify the great, hitherto neglected, opportunities which exist in re-

search on friction and wear through teaming mechanical and electrical measurements.

Through considering together the results of our measurements on electrical brushes,

and the published knowledge on friction and wear of metals (none of which makes any

significant use of information from electrical measurements) a new theory of frict-

ion and wear could be developed. Quite a few quantitative relationships between

: t the most important parameters, such as speed, normal force, hardness, on the one

hand, and coefficient of friction, subsurface deformation, wear rate, etc., on the

other hand, have been proposed in that theory. Available evidence generally supports

the theory. Two papers have been published on that subject.

14
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Finally one may record some interesting results obtained with SG-142 silver-

graphite brushes, being theresult ofthe Ph.D. research of Sara Dillich: It has

been shown that two types of surface film can exist on silver-graphite brushes

(and by implication on other metal-graphite brushes), one stable only at lower

temperature, another at higher. These differ in electrical conductivity and give

rise to different coefficients of friction. Through the destruction of the more

highly resistive, lubricating film at high current densities, effected through

the resultant high surface temperature, those brushes are effectively transformed in-

to unlubricated metal to metal contact brushes,with their correspondingly much

lower resistance and higher current-carrying capability. We believe that recorded

succcesses with metal-graphite brushes for applications at high speeds and very

high pulsed current densities are due to the described transformation, plus perhaps

surface melting.

OUTLOOK

At this point it appears that the problem of brushes for high-speed/high cur-

rent density applications has been resolved, - we trust partly through the research

under ONR sponsorship of contract N00014-76-C-1009. In the process of doing that

research, very much was learned about the fundamental properties of unlubricated

flexible metal brushes, providing a quantitative theory such as does not exist

for lubricated brushes. On the basis of this theory, the forecast performance

limits of unlubricated flexible metal brushes can be shown to be very much higher

than haveso far been realtzed, not only with unlubricated metal brushes but with
any type of brush.

Further research in order to follow up on this so far unrealized promise would

seem highly desireable, both from a practical standpointand for the sake of basic
knowledge of contact phenomena and the state of the interface between two conductors

in mechanical contact. The practical aspect is of continuing importance because

of one property of our brushes which has not yet been mentioned but is hiqhly im-

portant, namely that they can be made practically free of electrical noise, and

that this can be done at very low brush forces. This is of great relevance in

communications, and it is here that perhaps the greatest unmet need of brush im-

provement persists at this time. Not only that noise limits the reception of faint

signals as well as the range of communications at given power, but it is a nuisance

and worse in other respects. Thus, we have learned that in Europeelectrical tools

have to conform to fairlystringent standards in regard to the maximum ermissible

emission of electrical noise.
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As to basic research interests, it has become clear that quantitative under-
standing of friction and wear can be greatly furthered through combining electric-

al measurements with mechanical investigations and optical observations. Since we

now have reason to rely confidently on the theory of electrical contact resistance,
one may use it in combination with measurements of the current- and load-dependence
of the electrical resistance to evaluate the nature of the surface film,as well as

the approxinate size and number of load-bearing contact spots, i.e. those spots at

or below which the friction and wear processes in fact take place.

DETAILS OF RESULTS OBTAINED

The research results have been varied and stimulating, as explained above.
It appears to be impractical to attempt relating them in greater detail within

the framework of this final report. Instead, on the following Pages the title

pages of the various publicatiop'which were produced under sponsorship of this

contract are reproduced in chronological order of their completion. The titles

and abstracts, together with the references on these will be more complete and

self-explanatory than any summary here.
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SUMMARY cases of unidirectional tension and fatigue has
been noted repeatedly [1 - 5]. Specifically,

Recognizing mechanistic similarities as well the "braids", mainly constituted of primary
as differences between unidirectional and edge dislocation dipoles, seen in stage I and
cyclic deformation, the authors apply recent early stage II of unidirectionally deformed
advances in understanding mechanisms of metals, have their counterpart in the loop
unidirectional deformation to fatigue. Re- patches and veining formed in fatigue. Simi-
interpretations or new mechanisms are offered larly, the more or less well-defined, poly-
for the following: the formation of dislocation gonization-type walls normal to the active
veins and of persistent slip bands (PSB's), the slip direction, again composed mainly of
behavior of dislocations in established PSB's, primary edge dislocations and primary edge
and the transformation of PSB dipolar walls dislocation dipoles, which are seen in stage I
into dislocation cells. In addition, the nature and partly in stage I of unidirectionally de-
of extrusions and intrusions is discussed. formed metals, have their counterparts in the

loop walls found in persistent slip bands
normal to the primary slip direction in fatigue

INTRODUCTION [6 - 101. As long as these are fairly narrow
and separated from each other, they constitute

In the last ten years, interest in the cyclic the so-called ladder structure [6 - 10].
stress-strain response of materials has intensi- Through merging of persistent slip bands at
fled, and new methods for designing against higher plastic strain amplitudes, the walls may
fatigue have been developed from the infor- become remarkably extensive and well-defined
mation so far gathered. However, many aspects with rather regular spacing and overall uniform
of cyclic deformation are not properly under- structure [11, 12]. Finally, the cell structure
stood, for example, how persistent slip bands which may form at still higher plastic strain
form, and how dislocations subsequently amplitudes out of the wall structure in single
behave in them, and the nature of the walls crystals [12], or quite generally in polycrystals
within persistent slip bands. In this paper, we [1, 13], is the parallel to the cell structure
attempt to develop a detailed story of the typical for stages 11 and III in unidirectional
mechanisms of cyclic deformation in single strain [5, 14].
phase materials by reviewing and re-interpreting Two major differences between the two
the available evidence and by making use of cases are these:
advances in the understanding of unidirectional (i) Due to the typically much larger time
deformation. spans and total dislocation motion involved,

the dislocation structures formed in fatigue
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN UNIDIRECTIONAL are more nearly in their dynamic equilibrium
DEFORMATION AND CYCLIC DEFORMATION configurations than are those formed in uni-

directional strain.
The existence of a remarkable similarity in (ii) The oft-repeated to-and-fro motions in

the evolution of dislocation structures for the fatigue minimize the build-up of local net

'4- *,
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Dislocation behavior in unidirectional deformation and in fatigue

DORIS KutILMANN-WILSDORF

Department oi Materials Science Untiversity of Vircinia
Charlottesville. VA, USA

A fundamental feature comimon to dislocation coniguratioiis formedl under
a great variety of conditions is thait the)- minitniw stored energy amiong
the configurations accen;ible to the system. or at the least appsroacl suchi
a state more or less perfectly. Different configurations obeving this pinciple
are discussed; and it is shown that their selection dcpcnd3 on the avail-
abiliqv of dislocation surplusme of one type and sign only, or of dislocations
with only one Burgers vector direction hut positive and negative signs, or
of dislocations with different Burgerx rector". It is Shown that the dlislocation
configuirations observed in unidirectional dleformations and in fatigue differ
1X-caus3e, in the former. dislocation surpluse" of one sign are commnon.
but not in die early andI intrmediate stages of fatigue. In all of the
structures considercd, howver. long-range dislocation stresses are screened.

lot the case of unidirectional strain. dislocation surplus.ses of one sign
anti with different Butrgers vectors tend to be available locally in stages It
antiII1I. Due to stressscreening, the links in the configurations cn ts-pi allv
bow-out at stresses not much above tie level of the Frank-Read stress
which is governed by tile line tension of the dislocations andi the link
length. This, then, controls the monientar- flow stress in unidirectional
tlcoritiozi, lork-hardening results from 'the gradually increasing di.
location densit%- and the conicomitant shortening of the *average free dis-
location link fc-ngtlms. .A simple derivation of %iage It wo-rk-lsardening is
given on this basis. Stage III results when sinsilittude breaks down amid tile
disfocacion pattern (in tie form of dislocation cells),no longer shrinks in
scale as the stress increases. even while thme dislocation (tensity continues
to increase.

Thse dislocation behavior and movements taking place in fatigue cats
be qualitatively understood using the same principles applying. to unidirec-
tional deformation but with suitable modtifications. A quantitative treatment
is not yet possible beyond some simple rutles regarding the major para-
meters in the structure underlying persistent slip bands.

1. INTRODUCTION

While the phenomena and characteristics of plastic deformation are varied
indeed, the workhardening curve observed in the tensile deformation of most
specimens is of very simple type. In the case of single crystals, it is the well-
known three-stage workhardening curve which, by the superimposition accord-
ing to the different orientations plus some extra hardening, is the origin of thle
workhardening curves of polycrystalline materials, except that in polycrystals
thle first stage is usually missing. Indeed. Stage I s somewhat erratic, depending
Sensitively on specimen size, crystal orientation. purity, type of loading. rate
of deformatiol type of testing machine used, and other parameters. Much
about Stage I is understood. It seems that this is the stage in which the disloca-
tion density is still so small that the dislocations interact more strongly with
other defects and with the specimen surface than with each other, and thus
Stage I has no general significance for our understanding of workhardening.
Correspondingly, we shall consider it no further.

As to the remainder of the workhardening curve, it is, as indicated already.
rather similar for single and polycrystals and is in fact surprisingly persistent
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PEAK PRESSURE AND PULSE DURATION IN

SHOCK-LOADED NICKEL

L E. MURR
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering,

New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. Socorro, NM 87801. U.S.A.

and

D. KUHILMANN-WILSDORF
Department of Materials Science. University of Virginia.

Charlottesville. VA 22401. U.S.A.

(Received 8 June 1977; in revised form 27 October 1977)

Abstract-Dislocation density and dislocation cell sizes have been measured along with residual hard-
ness in nickel shockloaded with peak pressures ranging from 80 to 4.60 kbar at a constant pulse
duration of 2,ps. and similarly for 0.5 to op~s shock pulse duration at a constant peak pressure of
250 kbar. The dislocation cell size was found to be inversely proportional to the square root of
the dislocation density id\ p Z15). consistent with the -principle of similitude", as well as to the
peak pressure (i.e. P = kid) in accordance with a widely observed empirical law. The residual dislocation
cell size and dislocation density were observed to remain essentially constant in the range of 1-6 ius
pulse duration, suggesting that the rate at which dislocations can move into cell configurations lies
somewhat below this value. The residual hardness increases with decreasing cell size. but not linearly,
and saturates over the range of shock pulse durations investigated at constant peak pressure. When
thewe measurements are evaluated in terms of the mesh-length theory of work-hardening. an apparently
good agreement is found and the data reveal a high degree of internal consistency within the limits
of experimental error. However, the effective resolved shear stress on the active glide systems is found
to be a constant but unexpectedly low fraction of the peak pressure, namely about I l!2'.. Moreover.
at the very high shock pressures used, the Pcerls-Nabarro stress might have been too high to permit
dislocations to move into the observed sub-boundary configurations. Consistent explanations for all
of the observations are possible whether or not the Peierls stress under pressure should have been
high. In the former case, the dislocation cells formed only at the very end of the shock, when thle
shock pressures were already well below their peak values. The low value of the computed flow stress
arises because the shock generated an essentially hydrostatic pressure. There should have in fact been
no slip if it had not been for small deviations from hydrostatic pressure conditions. The rate of work
hardening appears to have been 3-4 times higher than for the same strain in tensile testing. Imsperfect
cell formation and a high rate of dislocation retention is believed to be responsible.

Resume-On a mesur& la densit6 de dislocaiions. la taille des cellules de dislocations et la duret
r~siduelle dans le nickel d&form par choc. sous une pression maximale variant entre 80 et 460 kbar
pendant une duno~e dc choc; consiante de 2 its. et aussi pour une durce de choc de 0.5 is 6 its soils
une pression maximale constante de 250 kbar. On a trouvii que Ia taille des cellules de dislocations
&tait inversemoni proportionnelle is la ricine carr~e de ]a densit de dislocations (d, 11 = 15), cc qui
est en accord avee Ie 'principc de similitude". ainsi qu'avec la pression maximale (P k A S1 seion
une loi empirique souveni obser%&e. La taille des cellules de dislocations residuelles cl Ia densit do
dislocations restaient pratiquement constantes pour une duree du choc comprise entre I et 6 is. de
sorte que l'on pout penser que la vitesse ii laquelle les dislocations peuvent so d&placer pour former
des celltiles est kg~rement inf.~ieure as cette valeur. La duret r~siduelle augmente. mais non lin~aire-
ment. lorsquc lai taille des cellules diminue. ci elle se sature pour les durees de choc ai pression maximale
constante &tudi&s. Lorsqu'on compare ces mesures i Ia th~orie du durcissement par le r~seau de
dislocations, on trouve un bon accord apparent. de sorte quo moutes les donn~s semblent coherentes.
dans les limites de l'erreur exp~rimentale. On a trouve toutefois quc. si [a cission critique rcduite
sur Ics iyst~mes do glissement actifs otali consianie. elle atteignait de matiire inatiendue tine fraction
tr~s faible de la pression maximale. ii sasoir environ 1.5. Do plus. aux tr~s forte-; prebsions, de choc
a~uditis. la contraintic de Pejerls et Nabarro aurait Pu irc trop cles&e pour permoitre aux dislocations
d'aller former Ile, configurations de sous joints. que I'on obsersait. 11 est possible de trouser des explica-
tions coherentes; do touics ces obsersations. que )a conirainte de Poicris, sous pression soit forte ou
non: Dans le premier cas. les cellules de dislocations ne se sont formees, quis [a fits du choc. quand
la pression ctait &pi netternont inferieure s -,a Nalour maximale. La faible salcur de Ia contrainte
d*&oulcment calcul&c pros itnt du fait que It choc prodisait essenliellement une pression hldrosialiofue.
En fait. if ns' aurait pas eu do ithissement. %'il n) asait on de petite% desiaions par rapport aux
conditions de pression hydrostatique. Le tuns de durcissemeni est. a dcformation cgalc. 3-4 foib plus
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NEW APPARATUS FOR THE TESTING OF ELECTRICAL BRUSHES IN THE LABORATORY

V. Srikrishnan, S. Dillich and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903

ABSTRACT

A laboratory apparatus is described which canbe constructed
at moderate cost for the testing of electrical brushes.
The primary objective in the development of this apparatus
has been to obtain flexibility in measuring various important
parameters pertaining to the performance of electrical
brushes. These include the voltage drop between rotor and
brushes, frictional coefficients between the brushes and
various rotor surface materials and treatments, mechanical
loss, and brush wear, to name the most important ones. The
measurements can be performed on a continuous basis during
testing. Most importantly, the apparatus permits the testing,
also, of fiber brushes which may be run at very low loads,
even while high currents are passed through the brushes.
The apparatus further permits to run the anodic and
cathodic brushes on different tracks, to change the angle
of attack of the brushes, to vary the rotor speed as well
as the current within wide limits, and to cool the rotor
and brushes. An environmental chamber permits to run the
tests in controlled atmospheres.

INTRODUCTION within rather wider limits than are ordinarily
contemplated. 7b sane extent this is also true

While industrial testing of electrical for the range of testing velocities as well
brushes is done very widely and has been as for the brush currents. The design aimed
the subject of standardization (in the case at a current capability through the brushes
of monolithic brushes IEEE Standards 116 - of up to 600 Pop, and testing velocities up to
1975) the development of new brushes in 100 meter/sec, while the brush loads should
small laboratories requires apparatus which be variable up to ten pounds per brush and be
ought to be very flexible, so as to be measureable to an accuracy of about ounce or
able to vary the testing conditions quickly 0.15 N.
and easily. At the same time, in innovative
basic research, the number of parameters Not all of the design paraneters have so far
to be studied can be wider, and the demands been attained, or have not yet been demonstrated
on the accuracy of the measurements higher by tests, but currents up to 500 Amps can certainly
than in routine testing. It seems that be used and rotor speeds up to 70 meter/sec.
laboratory apparatus fulfilling most of the With respect to the load measurenents, the skill of
a enierated requirements is not camerically the experimenter is involved and some improvements
available, nor perhaps even extant, are still possible and planned. At this point load
Besides, the cost of such apparatus needs measurements are fairly routirely done to an
to be kept lower for laboratory applications accuracy of 1 ounce, i.e. 0.3N. Brush wear can be
for small research groups than can be measured independently for each brush with a
justified for industrial testing. sensitivity of better than a thousandths of

an inch, actually about 1/50 m, and this on a
The apparatus described below is a continuous basis during the test.

first attempt at the construction of OVERALL DESIGN
instnrentation that, although not fulfilling
all of the wanted characteristics, at the The overall design of most, if not all,
least is serviceable and quite versatile, brush testing apparatus is alike, since
The major goal in designing the apparatus they basically consist of a motor and axle
was to be able to test selflubricatingand arrangement by means of which the rotor is
unlubricated monolithic as well as fiber driven, and appropriate brush holders with
brushes, with the.frther requirement that loading and current supply devices so as
the brush load be measureable and adjustable to keep the brushes in steady contact with
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Deviations from Schmid's Law in IUni-Directional Strain
By

D. KUNI.MANN.WILSDORF

The various causes for deviations from Schmid's law are examined theoretically. The by far
largest contribution to such deviations is found to be due to the Peierls-Nabarro force via the
"'breathing" of the dislocations core volumes in their motion over Pejeris hills and valleys. The
changes of flow stress resulting from this cause could be as much as 10q! of the normsl stress
component acting on the slip planes of the dislocations, but more typically amount to a few percent,
it is believed. The effects of the normal stress component on the formation energy of dislocation
cores. and on "jog dragging" or point defect formation. respectively, are of similar magnitude.
Together, they cause a fractional change of the flow stress about equal to the ratio of the observed
flow stress to the value of the modulus of rigidity. While these effects are probably noticeable
but not important in normal tensile tests and situations which these are designed to simulate,
they are believed to have great potential importance in at least three areas: 1) friction and wear,
2) deformations at very high speeds, and 3) deformations under very high pressures. including
those encountered in advanced technology, in deep sea applications, aiid in the earth's interior.

Die verschiedenen Gruinde ffir Abweichungen vomn Schniidschen-Gcsetz werden theoretisch
untersucht. Es wird gefunden, dall der bei weitemn grol8te Beitrag zu derartigen Abweichiungen
durch die Peieris-Nabarro- Kraft fiber das ,.Atmen"l der Versetzungskcrnvoluniina bei ihrer Be-
wegung raber Peierls-Hfigel und -Tifler verursacht wird. Die daraus resultierenden Anderungen
der Flullspannung konnen bis zu 100% der Norma Ikomponente der .Spannung betragen, die aiif die
Gleitebene der Versetziingcn wirkt. jedoch wird angenommnii, dal cia JBetrag von einigen Prozent
typischer ist. Die Einflusse der Normalkomponente der Sparnuing auif die Bildungsenergie der
Versetzungskerne tind atif ,.jog-dragging-- oder bzw. Piinktdefekthildiing sind von Ahinlicher
Grdfie. Zusammen eracugen sic ewne Teildnderung der Flulispanniing, die etwa gleich deni Ven.
bliltnis der beobacliteten Flulispannung zu dein Wert des Festigkcitsmnoduls ist. Widirend diese
Effekte waltrscheinlicht bemerkenawert jedoch aicht wesentlich sind bei deni norinalen Bruchtests
und Situationen, die aiigelegt sind. diese zut simulieren. so wird jedoch ilngenommen. dalI sic eine
grolle potentielle Bedeutiing in wenigstens drei Fiilen haben: 1) Reibung und Verschleill. 2)
Deformationen bei selir hohten Geschwindigkeitcn und 3) Deforniationeii iinter sehr holien Drikeken,
einschlicfilich der in fort geschrittcnen Technologien angetroffenen, in Tiefseeanwendtingen und
im Erdinneren.

1. Introduction

Ever since the early pioneering research on slip iin inctals, the validitv of Schmid's
law has been axiomnatic. According to Schmid's law, the resolved shear stress required
to dleform a crystal in glide is independent of the miagnitud~e and direction of the
noial stress acting on the slip plane. Yet, even the experiiiientaL curves used to
deitonst rate Schmiid's law in the book by Schimid and Boas (Fig. 92 in I1f) are coi-
patible with small bitt significant deviationis froni Schmnid'4 law; and rather eon-
sistently, if careful tests are inade to comipare the flow stress of simiilar samiples in

4 tension andl compression, these show a slightly higher flow stress in coMplreSSionl.

The theoretical foundation of Schmmid's lawv is Colonnetti's theoremt which states
that the elastic strain energy of internal stress iystens is independent of the presence
of any arbitrary externally applied stress systems. Correspondingly, the glide iution

i) Charlottesville. Virginia 22901, USA.
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Dislocation Behavior in Fatigue
I. Friction Stress and Back Stress as Inferred from an Analysis of Hysteresis Loops
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SUMMARY 1. INTRODUCTION

Fatigue hysteresis loops obtained by three In a preceding paper [ 1] (subsequently re-
different authors are evaluated to obtain data ferred to as [) some features of dislocation be-
for the friction stress and back stress acting havior in pure metals were discussed for the
on the dislocations. Part of the friction stress particular example of copper single crystals
is equal in magnitude to the back stress and subject to constant-strain push-pull fatigue.
like it rises roughly in proportion to the root This work, together with more recent experi-
of the cumulative plastic strain. The theoreti- mental evidence on the conversion of the ma-
cal discussion of this contribution to friction trix structure into a persistent slip band (PSB)
stress will be given in conjunction with the structure (21, formed the basis of further
discussion of the back stress in parts III and theoretical studies of the dislocation behavior
IV of this series. The smaller part of the fric- in fatigue. These are the subject of the present
tion stress depends more or less linearly on paper and three further contributions to this
the number of cycles. It is identified primarily series (III - V). Whether additional conclu-
with the stress required for dragging the jogs sions will ultimately become possible on the
on the screw dislocations which shuttle to and basis of recent electron microscope observa-
fro in the matrix channels in accordance with tions of Stage I cracks in PSBs [31 is not yet
the deductions of part I of this series. Addi- clear. The latter investigation indicated that
tionally, there may be a yet smaller contribu- in long-life fatigue fractare can take place in
tion to the friction stress due to dispersed PSBs before cells are formed, in contradistinc-
point defects. This, if it exists, comes to satu- tion to the opinions expressed in I. However,
ration after about 12 cycles. The fact that no this problem reaches beyond the range of in-
contribution to the stress can be identified terest of the present paper and III - V. For
with the back stress due to the glide disloca- the time being, the focus remains on the stages
tions which are spun out and taken up again before crack formation begins and, again, the
at the channel-loop patch interfaces indicates behavior of copper single crystals in push-pull

* . that their line tension is quite low. This is un- fatigue at constant strain amplitude. However,
derstandable on account of their arrangement it is confidently believed that the conclusions
into tilt wall configurations as well as the local drawn reach well beyond these restrictive ex-
screening of their stresses by reorienting loops perimental conditions and also have broad
in their vicinity. Following up on the corre- relevance for fatigue under a host of other
sponding hypothesis in part I, it is suggested conditions because very basic dislocation
that the channel widths in the matrix structure properties are involved.
adjust such that, on the average, one jog re- The most important conclusion of 1, at the
sides on each screw dislocation segment. If so, least as far as the present paper is concerned,
the channel width should initially decrease in- is that the deformation in matrix channels as
versely with the number of cycles, and then well as in PSBs is carried mainly by screw dis-
become constant.

.EM
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CORRELATING BACK STRESSES AND FRICTION STRESSES WITH DISLO-
CATION BEHAVIOR IN FATIGUED COPPER SINGLE CRYSTALS

D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science, University of Virginia

Charlottesville, VA, 22901, U. S. America

ABSTRACT

An analysis of the hysteresis loops of copper single crystals oriented for single
glide, subjected to push-pull constant amplitude fatigue in the "plateau region,"
shows that the back stress rises more or less as the root of the cumulative plas-
tic strain, saturating at the onset of persistent slip band formation. The fric-
tion stress is composed of three parts. The largest of these is equal to the mag-
nitude of the back stress at the end of each cycle. Another, smaller, part satu-

rates well before the back stress. This part can be readily explained in terms of
jog-dragging of the screw dislocations which accommodate the fatigue strain in the
channels between the loop patches. The third, rather minor part of the friction
stress saturates after roughly a dozen cycles and appears to be due to point defect
drag, presumably acting on all dislocations. This analysis implies that the fric-
tion stress acting on the dipolar edge dislocations in the loop patches is minor,
permitting them to aggregate towards their minimum energy configuration, namely a
kind of "Taylor lattice" of alternating positive and negative edge dislocations,
thus explaining the loop patches which give the appearance of a second phase em-
bedded in the dislocation-free channel material. It is suggested that the dislo-
cation density in the loop patches rises roughly linearly with the cumulative
strain for the reason that in each cycle a constant fraction (about one tenth) of
the glide dislocations is trapped by random close encounters with the loops at the
loop patch surfaces, and that on account of the low friction stress against pris-
matic glideequilibration of the dislocation density takes place continuously
throughout the patches. Theoretical arguments strongly suggest that the loops in
the loop patches "flip" with each half cycle. This behavior explains, quantita-

* tively, the observed dependence of the back stress on the cumulative strain as well
as the equality between the larger part of the friction stress and the back stress.

*The evolution of the shape of the hysteresis loops with number of cycles that may
be derived from this theory is in excellent agreement with observation.

INTRODUCTION

A great deal of excellent experimental work by a number of authors has clarified the
defect structure in fatigued single crystals of metals; however, the theoretical un-
derstanding has been lagging. It is in this area that the present paper aims to
make a contribution, specifically in regard to the dislocation motions occurring in
the earlier phases of fatiguing up to the onset of persistent slip band formation.
Further, in order to deal with the simplest possible conditions, the particular case
of copper single crystals oriented for single glide in push-pull fatigue was chosen.
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Dislocation Behavior in Fatigue
I. Properties of Loop Patches - Do They Participate in Fatigue Cycling ?

DORIS KL'HLMANN-WILSDORF
Department of Materials Science, Uniuersity of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. 22901 (U.S.A.)

(Received December 16. 1978. in revised form January 26, 1979)

SUMMARY sumption in Part I of this series, it is now con-
cluded that the properties of the loop patches,

The fundamental question of whether the except for the surfaces immediately inter-
loops in the loop patches "flip" rhythmically acting with the glide dislocations, are essen-

with fatigue cycling (model 1) or remain ran- tidlly homogeneous throughout. Except for
domly oriented throughout (model 2) is con- this correction, the concepts and model devel-
sidered. It is shown that model 2, but not oped in this and subsequent parts of the series
model 1, gives rise to apparently insurmount- are largely based on Part I.
able difficulties. These include the fact that A quantitative treatment of the back stress

the back stress 7B derived on the basis of as a function of the number of cycles and the
model 2 apparently has very different charac- fatigue strain amplitude, and of the evolution
teristics from those observed. In contrast, of the hysteresis loops, will be given in Part IV.
model I yields qualitative agreement between The conversion of the matrix structure into
the predicted and observed properties of the persistent slip bands (PSBs) will be the subject
back stress. Further, the remarkable equality of Part V. This series of papers pertains to
rB = rF - rs, where TF is the friction stress fatigue strain amplitudes in the "plateau
and 7s that part of the friction stress which region" in which PSB formation ensues at
has previously been identified with point- about 30 MPa stress.
defect hardening and jog dragging, is a direct
consequence of model I but appears to be in
irreconcilable- conflict with model 2. For 1. INTRODUCTION
these reasons it is concluded that the loops do
participate in fatigue cycling, i.e. model I In Part II of this series [1] an analysis of
applies, hysteresis loops obtained in the push-pull

Loop patches will behave like Taylor dis- constant plastic strain amplitude fatigue of
location lattices provided that the frictional copper investigated in three different labora-
stress against prismatic glide of the loops is tories (2 - 4] was presented. It was shown
small. This is believed to be established by the that the larger part of the friction stress rF
result given in Part II of this series that the derived from the hysteresis loops was equal to
contribution to Ts due to jog dragging is the back stress T1 and varied approximately
much larger than that ascribable to point- as (t pl) • Here
defect hardening and that rs is typically = 2N r (1)
much smaller than the applied stress. As a

consequence loop patches have a total volume where (tp&)'um is the cumulative plastic strain,
that is determined by the amount of dipoles N the number of cycles and r the plastic
in the specimen. These are formed by random strain range. The friction and back stresses,
trapping of glide dislocations. Since the even though obtained for widely different
channel width appears to be nearly constant, plastic shear strain ranges r, namely 1% (2],
probably regulated by jog formation as shown 0.5% [31 and 0.3% [4], could essentially be
in Part I1, the average loop patch diameter is described by one master equation in terms of
thus determined. Also, in contrast to the as- cumulative strain. The relation

° , t ". __ "
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Dislocation Behavior in Fatigue
IV. Quantitative Interpretation of Friction Stress and Back Stress Derived from Hysteresis Loops
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SUMARY experimentally observed quasi-elastic behavior
indicates that the lattice is nearly close

The dislocation model developed in Parts packed. Further, comparison with the
I - Ifi is examined quantitatively. Acc9rding experimentally determined dislocation density
to this model loop patches result from in the loop patches at saturation suggests that
random trapping of glide dislocations where- in all cases about 10% of the glide dislocations
by a constant fraction of them are become trapped in the loop patches. The
incorporated into the loop patches in each magnitude of the back stress and its depen.
cycle. The dislocation density in these is dence on the number of cycles and fatigue
equilibrated rather easily because of the low - strain range derived from the model is in
friction stress on the loops in prismatic glide, almost perfect agreement with observations;
.As another result of the low friction against in fact it is well within the limits of reliability
prismatic glide the loop patches adjust of both theory and experiment. Another
towards optimum dislocation density such check of the theory is possible via the changes
that the stored energy is minimized. This in hysteresis loop shape with the number of
imparts to them volume elasticity and prop- cycles beyond the cumulative strain at which
erties similar to Taylor lattices. The back the loop patches can accommodate the
stress, which was determined in Part II from fatigue strain by simple "flipping". The agree-
an analysis of the hysteresis loops, is iden- ment between the predicted transformation
tified with the maximum elastic reaction of of both stress and strain in proportion to the
the dislocation lattice against the imposed square root of the number of cycles and the
strain at the end of each cycle. Correlated observed changes in hysteresis loop shape was
with this is a friction stress of closely similar found to be excellent. These results and those
magnitude arising firstly because relative of Parts I and III apply to the whole range of
motions of the dislocation lattices beyond the fatigue amplitude in the plateau region which
confines of their immediate energy minima is characterized by the formation of persistent
are irreversible and secondly because of the slip bands at a stress of about 30 MPa,
anchoring of glide dislocations at loop patch
surfaces through local loop polarization. This
feature explains a major experimental result
of Part II, namely the equality of the friction 1. INTRODUCTION
stress and the back stress except for that part
of the friction stress which can be ascribed to The general qualitative conclusions derived
jog dragging and point-defect hardening. With in Part I [ 1) regarding dislocation behavior in
respect to deformations within the momen- fatigued single crystals subject to a constant
tary energy valley the dislocations in the loop plastic strain amplitude in the push-pull
patches respond quasi-elastically as if the mode were tested and refined by considering
elastic constant of the material was too low. the back stress TI, and the friction stress rF
The magnitude of the apparent elastic which arise in the sample and which can be
constant depends on the configuration of the extracted from the hysteresis loops [2].
dislocation lattice. Comparison with the Part II [2] was devoted to the discussion of
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EFFECTS OF SURFACE FILMS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF SILVER
GRAPHITE(75 w/o Ag, 25 w/o C) ELECTRIC BRUSHES

BY

S. Dillich and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901

ABSTRACT

The brush resistance of silver graphite (Stackpole
SG142, 75 w/o Ag, 25 w/o C) has been investigated over
a range of speeds up to 3; W/sec and a range of current
densities up to 46.5 x 10 --. The data show conclusive
evidence for the build-up ald breakdown of surface films
due to the graphite lubri tion, and also for a pdrsistent
surface film of about 10 ohm-m2 film resistivity.
Film breakdown appears to be triggered at some critical
combination of current density and speed. In the absence
of the lubricating film, the brushes run at much lower
electrical loss and with a reduced coefficient of friction.
This result suggests that the optimum performance of the
brush is at high speeds and current densities.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The transfer of current between The Stackpole SG 142 brushes (75
solids can be achieved in two basic ways; w/d Ag, 25 w/O, C) were tested on an
with or without the presence of delibe- apparatus described in an earlier paper.
rate lubrication at the contact interface Cooling has been added by blowing test

The obvious advantage of adjuvant lubri- atmosphere gas over the brushes. This
cation in limiting the frictional losses method is effective in reducing and
of electrical brushes is offset by a stabilizing the brush bulk temperature.
corresponding high film resistance at However, it has not been determined by
the electrical contacts. If no lubrica- how much the contact interface tempera-
tion were used in conjunction with mono- ture is reduced.
lithic solid brushes, the very low brush
load necessary to avoid high frictional The major testing conditions are
losses would contribute enlarged con- summarized in Table 1. At fixed sliding
striction effects to their resistive speed and brush load, successively
behavior, or so it is generally believed, higher currents were passed through the

brushes after which the current was
Silver graphite composite brushes stepwise reduced through the same

have already been studied extensively by sequcnce of values. Unless otherwise
researchers at the Westi.nghouse Research noted, the time between measurements at
and'Development Center. 1,2, 3 Somewhat successive current densities was on the
at variance with our findings, they con- order of one minute.
eluded that the film contribution to the
total resistance is negligible for The test results have been assembled
brushes with high metal content.4 Since in Figures 1-5 and Tables 2-4. Although
these brushes are the best commercially data have been collected over a fairly
available for high current density extensive range of test parameters, the
applications, a detailed investigation number of experimental variables is too
of the film behavior is necessary in high to allow for exhaustive study.
order to determine as conclusively as Therefore, the brush tests discussed in
possible to what extent lubrication at this paper werc made at a fixed brush
electrical contacts is advantageous, load with sliding speeds between 5.1

m/sec and 35 m/sec and current densities
As will be seen, the results of the between 2.3 x 105 a and 46.5 x 105

present study indicate the possibility of 
al's M a

eliminating lubricating films, therebyde- 
m "

creasing tile contact resistance without For the sake of brevity, this paper
raising thle coefficient of friction. concentrates on the anode brush test

results. The cathode brusth generally

L
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Effects of Surface Films on the Performance of Silver-
Graphite (75 wt% Ag, 25 wt% C) Electric Brushes

SARA DILLICH AND DORIS KUHLMANN-WILSDORF

Abi Vtcv-The brus resitance of silver graphite (Stackpole SG142, 75 TABLE I
wt% All, 25 wt% C) Is been investigated over a range of oeds up to 35 TEST CONDITIONS
m/sand a range of current desities up to46.S x 105 A/m

2. The data show
eonclusveevideneforthebuildupandbreakdownofsurfacefOlmsdueto Co:osico Brus. SG 142
the gmphlte lubricatin and also for a persisent surface film of about (75 w/o A ,. 25 w/. C)

10- 12 n.m 2 film resistivity. Film breakdown appears to be triggered at r r.-. , 0.067 in' - 0.43 cm
some critical combinaldo ot current density and speed. In the absence of
the lubricating fim the beushes run at much lower eletrical los aad with a B A, .. ,: 15 0 trailin

reduced coefficient of friction. This result suggests that the oiptimuum ~tobuhs nredmnd r . l lll ,, .r ~f r,,h :two brushes, one

perfermance( ofthe bruhb isat high speeds and currei ddenis, positive. one
negative, run on
separate tracks

INTRODUCTION 2-..cr: 8.3 Newtons

T HE TRANSFER of current between solids can be achieved Roto Co oer 9.13 x 10-: m diameter

in two basic ways: with or without the presence of deliberate (3.2 in. d iameter)

lubrication at the contact interface. The obvious advantage of Sliai~n .se-d: 5.1 n/sec, 13 r/sec,
26 rm/sec, 30 n/sec,

adjuvant lubrication in limiting the frictional losses of electrical 35 m/sec

brushes is offset by a corresponding high film resistance at the Crze~n: IoA, 34A, 67A, 100A, 134A.

electrical contacts. If no lubrication was used in conjunction 167A. Z01A

with monolithic solid brushes, the very low brush load neces- Atrnoshere: ambient air when noted

sary to avoid high frictional losses would contribute enlarged otherwise: 22 D
constriction effects to their resistive behavior, or so it is gener-
ally believed.

Silver-graphite composite brushes have already been studied bulk temperature. However, it has not been determined by how
extensively by researchers at the Westinghouse Research and much the contact interface temperature is reduced.
Development Center [ 1]-[31. Somewhat at variance with our The major testing conditions are summarized in Table 1. At
findings, they concluded that the film contribution to the total fixed sliding speed and brush load successively higher currents
resistance is negligible for brushes with high metal content 131. were passed through the brushes after which the current was
Since these brushes are the best commercially available for high- stepwise reduced through the same sequence of values. Unless
current density applications, a detailed investigation of the film otherwise noted, the time between measurements at successive
behavior is necessary in order to determine as conclusively as current densities was on the order of one minute.
possible to what extent lubrication at electrical contacts is ad- The test results have been assembled in Figs. 1-5 and Tables
vantageous. As will be seen, the results of the present study iI-IV. Although data have been collected over a fairly extensive
indicate the possibility of eliminating lubricating films, thereby range of test parameters. the number of experimental variables
decreasing the contact resistance without raising the coefficient is too high to allow for exhaustive study. Therefore, the brush
of friction. tests discussed in this paper were made at a fixed brush load with

sliding speeds between 5. I m/s and 35 m/s and current densities
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS between 2.3 x 105 A/m 2 and 46.5 x I0W A/m-.

The Stackpole SG 142 brushes (75 wt % Ag. 25 wt % C) were For the sake of brevity this paper concentrates on the anode
tested on an apparatus described in an earlier paper 141. Cooling brush test results. The cathode brush generally exhibited a lower
has been done by blowing test atmosphere gas over the brushes. voltage drop than the anode brush; otherwise its contact be-
This method is effective in reducing and stabilizing the brush havior was similar to that of the anode brush.

DISCUSSION
Manuscript received August 14, 1979; revised October 23. 1979.

This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under Contact Resistance
the Power Program. Arlington. VA. This paper was presented at the
25th Annual Holm Conference on Electrical Contacts. Chicago. IL. The total resistance per brush RT calculated from measured
September 1979. values of voltage drop and current is composed of three terms:

The authors are with the DApartment of Materials Science, Uni-
versaty of Virginia, Charlottesvtille, VA 22901. the constriction resistance Rc. the bulk resistance of the brush

0148-6411/80/0300-0037S00.75 © 1980 IEEE
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DEVELOPMENIT OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE METAL FIBER BRUSHES

I - BACKGROUND AND MANUFACTURE

C. M. Adkins III and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materibls Science

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22901

ABSTRACT

On the basis of theoretical arguments, the potential
improvement of metal fiber brush performance above the
performance of monolithic brushes is very great. First-
order theory suggests that .the fiber diameter should lie
between a few to perhaps one hundred microns, and the
packing density between a few percent and, say,.20% at
the most. Metal fiber brushes of this kind can be made
by etching away the matrix material from among the fibers
in filamentary materials such as are in use for super-
conducting devices, ultimately no doubt at modest cost.
The cost of making a few small laboratory samples of the
requisite multifilamentary materials by industrial pro-
cesses is, however, prohibitive. Met-ds were therefore
developed which adapt the multiple drawing and rebundling
employed for superconductive multifilamentary materials to
the laboratory. Brushes have so far been made with fibers
of copper, gold, niobium, platinum and silver. Part II
reports on their testing and properties.

INTRODUCTION of Edison's, Thomson's and other
inventors' fiber brushes was presumably

The word "brushes" for electrical prevented by three causes. Firstly,
current transfer between stationary and fiber brushes tend to be much more ex-
moving parts of machinery or apparatus pensive than solid, i.e. "monolithic",
betrays the early form of such devices, brushes. Secondly, the monolithic
namely fiber brushes. The first rele- graphite brush was successively improved
vant pateyt appears to be that of Thomas to the point that its losses are easily
A. Edison applied for in November 1882. tolerable in all previously common appli-
There has been an impressive number of cations, its lifetime is long, and its
subsequent suggested improvements on cost low. Thirdly, as will be shown in
"brushes," as well as related inven- part II, the brush parameters (i.e.,
tions which never found any significant packing density, fiber diameter, brush
application. pressure and fiber length) importantly

The reason for the perceived influence brush performance, as does
superiority of electrical fiber brushes the ambient atmosphere. Lacking some
with many separated fibers, has been theoretical understanding and careful
well stated by Elihu Thomson2 when he experimental testing it would be diffi-
wrote in his May 21, 1895 patent appli- cult, to say the least, to locate opti-
cation for a carbon brush: "The parti- mum combinations.
cular object of my invention is to im- During the past several years, the
prove the conductivity of the brush interest in fiber brushes has been re-
while preserving its elasticity and to vived on account of the development of
provide a large number of contact engineering concepts and planned de-
points for the reception or delivery of vices which call for very high current
current from the brush, the different densities and high relative speeds, often
parts of the brush adapting themselves with only small total potential differ-
by their elasticity or flexibility to ences generated, demanding much lower
surfaces which are not altogether true. losses per ampere conducted than was
Another object of my invention is to re- previously permissible. The standard
duce to a minimum the pressure which has monolithic graphite brush cannot meet the
to be applied to th: brush in order to envisaged new much more stringent re-
secure sufficient contact with the quirements.
commutator . .

The brush proposed by Elihu Thomson TIIEORETICAL BRUSH DESIGN
was already surprisingly advanced, con-
sisting of lightly metallized carbon In its basic principle, the goal
filaments. Thc widespread introduction that one wants to achieve with fiber

'- , '- t
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE METAL FIBER BRUSHES

II - TESTING AND PROPERTIES

C. M. Adkins III and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22901

ABSTRACT

Metal fiber brushes as described in Part I have given ex-
cellent results when tested at light loads against sta-
tionary surfaces as well as within a wide range of rela-
tive speeds. At a load between 0.1 and 0.2 N (about 0.5
oz) the static contact resistance against a clean, pol-
ished copper surface was - 1.6x10-4 a for a surface of
* 0.1 in z 0.7 cm2 . When the brushes are run in an ar-
gon atmosphere they exhibit a constant contact resis-
tance of a few tenths of a milliohm at speeds up to
35 m/sec and current densities up to 6.5xl0 6A/m2 =4000
A/in 2, which were the limits of testing capability. Un-
der the most favorable conditions located yet, namely a
brush pressure of several thousand N/m2, a.copper rotor
with a gold - carbon surface treatment, and a moist ar-
gon atmosphere, the sum of mechanical and electrical loss
at 6.5x10 6 A/m2 and 35 m/sec amounted to - 0.1 watt per
ampere conducted per brush. This is much superior to the
performance of the best commercially available brushes.
The relative performance advantage of the brushes is
equally large at low current density and low speeds, as
for stationary contacts at low loads. The results are
fully understood on the basis of contact theory. These
findings promise a significant advance in brush and con-
tact technology.

INTRODUCTION

Metal fiber brushes, with fiber dia- ments, the apparatus is now easily ade-
meters from a few microns to 120 pm, and quate to all reasonable requirements.
packing densities between a few % and up
to 20%, have been made of various materi- Brushes with gold, platinum, niobium
als by the method discussed in part 1. and copper fibers have been tested, - the
They were tested using apparatus described latter two kinds only very sketchily.
previously1 improved by thL inclusion of a Since the most complete and systematic set
modified brush holder and loading device, of data available so far has been obtained

with gold fiber brushes, these shall be
In the improved device, rather than discussed primarily. Throughout, great

monitoring the position of the brush rela- care was taken to achieve the greatest
tive to the rotoif by.means of a linear possible degree of reproducibility by ob-
differential transducer and reading the serving well-defined and clean experimen-
compression of the loading spring by eye, tal conditions. Measurements were made inthe transducer is employed to monitor the relatively dry (humidity somewhat below

compression of the spring, thereby achiev- 30%) and moist (humidity somewhat above
ing a much more accurate load determina- 80%) argon, and in two load ranges, namely
tion. By advancing the brush via a micro- loads under which the brushes did not suf-
meter head so as to keep the spring com- fer significant permanent deformation as
prussion, and hence the load, constant, macroscopically observable, and loads
the brush wear may bc determincd continu- which caused distinct plastic defor:iation
ously to the reading accuracy of the mi- of the brushes. As will become clear la-
crometer head. Further, the linear bear- ter in this paper, the behavior of the Ln-
ings guiding thebrushes have been re- dividual a-spots is elastic in both cases,
placed by one pair each of the best linear however.
bearings available. With these iiprove-
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A mechanism for the origin of screw dislocation sequences,
giant screw dislocations, and polytypism in platelet

crystals

By D. KUHLMANN-WILSD&RW
Department of Materials Science, University of Virginia,

Charlottesville, Virginia 22901, U.S.A.

and DKANANJAI PANDEYt and P. KRISHN4j

Department of Physics, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-221005,
India

[Received 27 June 1979 and accepted 20 September 1979]

ABSTRACT
Several workers have observed growth spirals of very large step heights on

platelet crystals, sonietimes associated with polytypism. These are attributed to
spiral growth round a sequence of similar screw dislocations in a close planar array
or a single giant screw disloc-at ion. Polytypism can be (but is not necessarily) caused
by such giant growth steps. Thle origin of tlec dislocations giving rise to them has
remained obscure, It is proposed that they are clue to radial impurity gradients
which cause the lattice parameter to change gradually away from thle centre. The
hoop stresses which thus arise may be relieved by elastic buckling, twinning, glide
or brittle fracture. Since the hsoop stresses produce no shear on either tile basal
plane or the prismatic planes of a crystal growing parallel to the basal plane, as
long as the crystal remains planar, tile hoop stresses may build up until the platelet
buckles, cracks or tw~ins, if those are the only active slip planes in thle material. In
all cases thle dlislocations which arc, formed in glide will be near tile screw orientation
and slip will be concentrated on or close to those planes which first began to glide.
Therefore, if the slip has a component along tile relevant axis that is comparable to or
larger than tile platelet thickness, it will lt-ad to fracture. If thle glide has relieved
the hoop stresses before that point, it will vease. In the first case, the two edges of
the crack will continue to movc forward by indcpendent crystal growth and are
liable to give rise to growthi steps of height equal to the platelet thickness at thle
point of fracture. Otherwise, the dislocations will crowd together near thle head
of thme slip line which is forming and wvill also give rise to a giant growth step centred,
however, not on a single giant dislocatii buat on a planar array of screw dislocations.
A simple theory shows that thle conditions for tho proposed mechanisms must be
prevalent. Experimental observations are generally in support of the theory.

§ .INTRlODUtCTION
Growth spirals of very large step heights have been observed on plattelet

crystals of several materials, such as SiC (Verina 1951, Arnehitickx 1951),
mica (Baronnet 1972), 0112, PbI2 (Forty 1954), haemiatite (Sunagawa 19612),
rare-earth orthoferrites (Tolksdlorf and Welcz 1972) and[ electrodeposited silver

t'Prescnt addre-s School of Materials Sciece and Technology, Institute of
Technology, Banaras Hindu University. V'aranas.i-221015. India.

:lPresent adldress: H. H. Wills P'h* sies4 LaI)onxtorv, University of Bristol, Royal
Fort, Tyndall Avenue. Bristol BS8 ITL. Eng~land.
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Dislocation Behavior in Fatigue
V: Breakdown of Loop Patches and Formation of Persistent Slip Bands
and of Dislocation Cells

DORIS KUHLMANN-WILSDORF

Department of Materials Science, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. 22901 (U.S.A.)

CAMPBELL LAIRD

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104 (U.S.A.)

(Received February 14, 1980; in revised form April 10, 1980)

SUMMARY faces on account of the (mild) dislocation sur-
pluses at their boundaries with the channels

The loop patch and channel structure in and the image forces arising therefrom. Such
fatigued copper becomes unstable at a re- image forces are virtually independent of the
solved shear stress of about 30 MPa at room presence of thin surface films, but such sur-
temperature and is replaced by persistent slip face films can inhibit the escape of the pris-
bands (PSBs). This instability depends little, if matic loops out of the metal. Corresponding-
at all, on frequency of cycling and strain am- ly, loop patches will be either enriched or de-
plitude. It appears to be a function only of pleted at surfaces, to a depth comparable with
the dislocation density in the loop patches the average loop patch diameter, depending
but includes a temperature dependence (i.e. on whether the surface films are or are not so
the critical stress rises to about 70 MPa at thick as to bar the egress of the loops. One
4 K) which suggests that cross-slip, defect probable example of each case is discussed.
dragging and/or "forest cutting" are involved.

In view of the available evidence it is sug-
gested that the discussed instability is due to
secondary glide on systems intersecting the In constant-amplitude plastic strain push-
primary slip plane which, through moving pull fatigue of copper single crystals at room
primary edge dislocations normal to their slip temperature, persistent slip bands (PSBs) be.
planes, permits their mutual annihilation. It is gin to form out of the loop'patch and chan-
envisaged that such secondary glide takes place nel structure when the applied resolved shear
on a small scale in a very large number of stress has reached about 30 MPa on the pri-
places in the loop patches once the critical dis- mary slip system. This value depends little, if
location density is reached. at all, on the strain amplitude within the PSB

A semiquantitative analysis of the stresses range and rate of cycling and therefore appears
involved in conjunction with micrographical to be triggered at a critical loop density.
evidence indicates that the intersecting glide In Parts I - IV [1 - 4] the dislocation mo-
occurs at least partly on cube planes. If this tions and associated stresses up to the point aL
interpretation is correct, the removal of the which the PSBs begin to form have been in-
primary loops leaves behind dislocations which vestigated. Further, in Part I [1] the motions
are faulted but are fairly mobile and are liable of the glide dislocations in PSBs and some
to annihilate each other mutually to a large basic properties of the PSBs were also examin-
extent and to leave "debris" which is then ed. It is necessary to return once more to the
swept into the dipolar walls in the PSBs, all in question of PSB formation, however, because
agreement with micrographical evidence, of recent experimental evidence [5] indi-

Cell formation in the PSBs is believed to re- cating that the transformation of the loop
suit at stresses high enough to introduce sec- patches into PSBs need not be catastrophic as
ondary glide in the PSBs. had initially been assumed [ 1] but can (and

Loop patches, consisting as they do of mo- typically appears to) take place gradually and
bile dislocations, must be attracted to the sur- continuously.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE METAL FIBER BRUSHES

III - FURTHER TESTS AND THEORETICAL EVALUATION

C. M. Adkins III and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22901

ABSTRACT

Fiber brushes of different metals, with fiber diameters between 6.6 and
100 microns and packing fractions between 2.9% and about 20% have been
tested. Their behavior was found to be in accord with theory. The brush-
es exhibit very superior performance as compared to monolithic brushes.
When properly constructed and loaded, the metal fiber brushes can be used
to at least 72 m/s speed and with current densities of 6.5 MA/m2 , i.e.
4200 A/in 2

. On account of their very large number of a-spots, the brushes
have very low "noise".

INTRODUCTION for effective electron tunneling.
The underlying considerations leading to eqs.

In the preceding two parts of this series1 '2 , I and 2 are these: Both the ohmic fiber resistance

subsequently referred to as parts I and II, we and a-spot resistance are negligible so that the
have reported the development of a new type of brush resistance is controlled by the surface film
electrical brush consisting of a "velvet" of fine that is always present. However, due to ethe large

metal fibers protruding from a metal matrix. ndmber of a-spots, the a-spot radius is very small
Such brushes combine high compliance in the di- compared to the radius of surface curvature, and
rection normal to the contacting surface with a tunneling through the annular area about the load-

very high number of a-spots. Correspondingly, bearing part of the a-spots(of radius rb) makes a
the brushes can, and typically should, be run at significant contribution to the conductivity. The
much lower pressures than used for monolithic factor K2 is the ratio of the current carrying
brushes, even while their electrical resistance area to the load bearing area of the a-spots.
is much lower. In part II, measurements of three different

Experiments carried out over the past year gold fiber brushes were utilized to determine val-
have expanded the range of metal fiber brushes ues for the otherwise unknown parameters in the
made and tested. These have led to an increasing theory, including OF, a, s and rc. With a total
confidence in the future technological applicab- of four independent measurements available, a un-
il.ity of metal fiber brushes in a wide range of ique set of values could be der:1ved for these pa-
tasks and circumstances. rameters,and these matched the brush resistances

According to part II, the resistance of a for the same brushes in the stationary condition,
metal fiber brush of overall geometrical area AB on the assumption that the number of a-spots per
of the running surface,at brush pressure p.9 is fiber was unity with the brushes running but three

2 /3 when at rest. This was considered to be reason-
RBAB V/ - /K2)[Ed p c70f)] (I) able on the argument that the small forces acting

BO c on the individual fibers could not effect the re-

wherein, from eqs. 5, 6, 8, lOb and 19 of part II, quisite very rapid flexing motions that would be
2required to constantly align the end surfAces of

K2  I + 2(rc:/d') 5(3fE/PB)2, (2) the fibers with the local contact surface when run-
. B) ning,but these forces where sufficient to keep the

* provided that the deformation at the a-spots is fibers in contact with that surface throughout.
elastic, at least after an initial period of "run- Also evidence for the action of aerodynamic
ning in." lift was found. This expresses itself in a slowly

Here, AV is the voltage drop across the brush rising value of the brush resistance with brush

when the current density, J= I/A ,. is passed velocity which is the more pronounced the thinner
through it. Further, OF is the film resistivity the fibers and the smaller the bruh load. At a
of the surface film between the metal of the fib- brush pressure of about eight kN/m ,the effect is
ers and of the contacting metal at the a-spots, d slight up to about one quarter of the speed of

is the fiber diameter and f, the packing fraction, sound.

is the cross sectional area of all fibers together Interestingly, the surface radius of curvat-
compared to the brush area AB. Next, ot designates ure,r , was found equal to the fiber radius. This
the number of a-spots per fiber, rc the surface pro p d the thought that the actual surfaces in
curvature at the a-spots, and E the pertinent contact were smoother than corresponding to rc -d/2

weighted average of Youngis modulus (a function of but that,at best, the fiber ends would have much

the two E-moduli as well as Poisson's ratios and the same mechanical effect on the opposing surface

surface curvatures; see R. Holm, Electric Contacts, as a sphere indenter of a diameter equal to the
Appendix I.) Finally, s is the maximum gap width fiber diameter. Correspondingly, it was assumed
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MEASUREMENT AND SIGNIFICANCE OF ROTOR
TEMPERATURE DURING BRUSH TESTING

S. Dillich, C. M. Adkins III, and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia

ABSTRACT

A novel method for measuring the temperature of the slip
ring during brush testing was developed and was usedinside a brush testing chamber for the accurate

measurement of slip ring (rotor) temperatures during
silver graphite Stackpole (SG 142, 75 w/o Ag, 25 w/o C)
electric brush tests. Additionally, a new simple method
of cooling brushes during testing was devised consisting
of a squirrel cage fan rigidly connected to the rotor.
The silver graphite brushes displayed reduced electrical
losses with increasing temperature, apparently because
the film resistivity is a unique function of rotor
temperature. Analysis of the data suggests that the
film resistance at the interface is controlled by a Cu20
layer which exhibits electrical resistance behavior
characteristic of a semiconductor with an energy gap for
intrinsic current conduction of 1.7 ev.

rjiprinted from the Proceedinggsof the Twenty-Sixth Annua
i ."4, HOLM CONFERENCE ON ELEC RICA -CONT CTS -; -

INTRODUCTION o by Ilinois of

Temperatures of brush - slip ring In order to overcome these
interfaces are of considerable difficulties the following method was
practical as well as theoretical developed, specifically to measure
interest, since they influence brush slip ring (ie. rotor) temperatures
performance and are an important input during brush testing. It allows
parameter in the theoretical measurements of bulk rotor tempera-
evaluation o sliding contact ture without any accompanying inter-
phenomena. Yet, they are generally ference with the brush testing
known only quite imprecisely, to some procedure. The system includes one
considerable extent because accurate semiconductor sensor per location at
temperature measurements of moving or which the temperature shall be
rotating pieces of machinery pose a monitored. These sensors are
perennial problem. For low embedded in the rotor.
temperatures pyrometric methods cannot In the present study, integrated
be used, or are prohibitively circuit temperature transducers
expensive. The use of embedded (Analog Devices 590) have been used as
thermocouples is also unsatisfactory, sensors, however thermistors would
principally because of the need for a presumably serve equally well. Two
fixed reference temperature and similar transducers were used in the
because of the low voltage output. rotor in order to test the consistency
Namely, motion or rotation inhibits of the temperature measurement.
the use of thermocouple leads without The temperature measurement
intermediate sliding contacts. More- assembly was used to clarify two
over, the thermocouple output is aspects of great interest to current
typically rather less than the voltage brush research: (i) to determine the
drop across a sliding contact and the effect of an auxiliary cooling system
associated noise. With the use of 3t~e in the brush testing rig, described in
best available metal fiber brushes ' a previous paper , and (ii) to deter-
these problems are greatly reduced but mine the effect of rotor temperature
not entirely eliminated; besides, on the performance of Stackpole SG 142
sliding contacts themselves produce (75 w/o Ag, 25 w/o C) silver graphite
heat and are thus prone to introduce brushes which have been the object of
sourious thermovoltages. previous investigation. As described
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TITLE OF THE INVENTION

"A VERSATILE ELECTRICAL FIBER BRUSH AND METHOD OF MAKING"

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to an electrical brush for making electrical

connection to one or more objects, often but not necessarily having predeter-

mined shape and predetermined orientation relative to the brush, such as a

slip ring in a motor or electrical generator, a brush holding device, and/or a

stationary contact in a switch. This invention also relates to methods of

making such an electrical brush.

Description of the Prior Art

Electrical brushes for utilization in electrical applications have long

been known in the prior art. Perhaps the earliest modern electrical brush was

disclosed by Edison in U.S. Patent No. 276,233, which resulted in numerous

suggested improvements on electrical brushes, as well as related inventions

which have otherwise never found significant applicaton.

Thomson, in U.S. Patent N. 539,454, recognized various advantages of

electrical brushes constructed of plural lightly metalized carbon filaments,

and in particular the improved brush conductivity, elasticity and reduced

mechanical and electrical resistance thereby provided.

More modern development of electrical brushes is evidenced in U.S. Patent

3,668,451 to McNab and U.S. Patent 3,821,024 to Wilkin et al. In the McNab

patent is disclosed an electrical brush formed of refractory non-conducting

fibers, each of which has deposited thereon a metal film on the surface there-



TITLE OF THE INVENTION

"AN ELECTRIC BRUSH AND METHOD OF MAKING"

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

b This invention relates to an electrical brush for making electrical

connection to an object having a predetermined shape and a predetermined

orientation relative to the brush, such as a slip ring in a motor or elec-

trical generator, or a stationary contact in a switch. This invention also

relates to a method of making such an electrical brush.

10 Description of the Prior Art

Electrical brushes for utilization in electrical applications have

long been known in the prior art. Perhaps the earliest modern electrical

brush was disclosed by Edison in U.S. Patent No. 276,233, which resulted in

numerous suggested improvements on electrical brushes, as well as related

15 inventions which have otherwise never found significant application.

Thomson, in U.S. Patent No. 539,454, recognized various advantages of

electrical brushes constructed of plural lightly metalized carbon filaments,
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Glide and Climb Stresses on Secondary Slip Systems in F.C.C. Crystals Due
to Isolated Primary Edge and Screw Dislocations

W. A. JESSER and D. KUHLMANN-WILSDORF

Department of Materials Science. University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901 (U.S.A.)

(Received April 11, 1981)

SUMMARY The calculations were made using the stress
components of edge and screw dislocations

The climb and glide stresses resulting from available in the literature, e.g. in ref. 2, and
an isolated - [1011 (111) edge dislocation as resolving them into the corresponding orienta-
well as from an isolated -1 [ 101] screw disloca- tions on a cylinder of radius R about the
tion were calculated for all possible (11 0){1 11} dislocation axis. The climb stresses are found
and (110){100} slip systems. Knowledge of as the normal stress components parallel to
these stresses is needed in studies of glide on the six different (110) glide directions, and
non-primary slip systems as affected by the glide stresses are determined as the
agglomerations of primary dislocations, espe- dislocation stresses resolved into all possible
cially pile-ups, or the loop patches and dipolar combinations of (110) glide directions and
walls observed in fatigued specimens. The their {111} or {100} glide planes. The calcula-
same data are believed also to be highly tions were made for both an isolated CA(d)
applicable to fracture studies in that the # edge dislocation and an isolated right-handed
stresses about a mode I crack resemble those CA screw dislocation, so as to allow us to
of a set of edge dislocations along the crack deduce the general case from the appropriate
edge with their Burgers vectors normal to the superimposition of these two cases in order to
plane of the crack. Similarly, a mode II crack generate the results for arbitrarily mixed
may be simulated by an edge dislocation whose primary dislocations. The data are obtained in
Burgers vector lies in the plane of the crack units of Gb/21r(1 - v)R for the CA(d) edge
normal to the crack edge, and a mode III dislocation and in units of Gb/2irR for the
crack may be simulated by a screw dislocation. CA screw dislocation.

y

1. INTRODUCTION .0, 0

Occasionally it is of considerable interest to
know the stresses caused in non-primary glide
systems by the presence of primary disloca-
tions. Examples are problems involving the
stresses of dislocation pile-ups or of the loop
patches and dipolar walls formed by primary z__
dislocations during fatigue [1]. However, it o0
appears that this information is not available
in the literature. In the present paper we aim
to fill this gap by presenting the glide and
climb stresses caused in all the possible(11) i11} and (110 { 100} slip systems by Fig. 1. The axis orientations, Thompson tetrahedron
thepreenc1 o an isoate1001) systemsis and indexing used in this paper. The notation follows

tthe usual one for the Thompson tetrahedron. Thelocation, i.e. a CA(d) dislocation using the cube planes are indicated as follows: (x) - (100);

geometry of Fig. 1. (y) (010);(z) (001).

0025-54161810000-0000/$02.50 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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Short Communication

Device for the control and measurement of brush forces to an accuracy of a
few grams-force while monitoring brush resistance and brush wear at currents
up to 500 A or more

C. M. ADKINS III and D. KUHLMANN-WILSDORF

Department of Materials Science, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901
(U.S.A.)

(Received May 18, 1981)

A brush holder is described which permits the electrical performance of
a brush to be tested under currents of up to at least 500 A and speeds of up
to at least 70 m s- i ancdunder brush forces that can be applied and main-
tained within close limits. Simultaneously, the brush wear can be monitored
continuously.

1. Introduction
The development and testing of electrical brushes requires equipment

which permits simultaneous control and measurement of the brush load and
current while the brush is operated within a wide range of speeds. In the case
of high performance brushes, which are designed to carry currents of up to
several hundred amperes per square centimeter under brush pressures as
small as 10 gf cm - 2 , these requirements are difficult to fulfill. The following
brush holder was designed to meet this need. It is a modified version of the
brush holder used in the brush-testing apparatus described by Srikrishnan
et al. [11 and may be used for the testing of metal fiber brushes [2, 3] as
well as monolithic brushes. Brush forces have been maintained and measured
to an accuracy better than 3 gf while the brushes were subjected to currents
at the limit of present generating capacity, namely 500 A, at speeds up to
the present apparatus limit of about 70 m s - '.

2. Description of the brush holder
A schematic section of the brush holder is shown in Fig. 1. The overall

length of the holder is about 30 cm. It is adjustably but firmly attached to
the back plate of the brush-testing apparatus. The back plate serves as the
support not only for the brush holders and positioning devices etc. but also
for the enclosure within which testing is done, under protective or other
atmospheres if so desired. The ends of the two horizontal symmetrically
arranged brush holders of the apparatus I1 project out of the side walls of

/1
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Dislocation Behavior in Fatigue

VI: Variation in the Localization of Strain in Persistent Slip Bands

CAMPBELL LAIRD

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104 (U.S.A.)

J. M. FINNEY

Structures Division Aeronautical Research Laboratories, Melbourne (Australia)

DORIS KUHLMANN-WILSDORF

University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901 (U.S.A.)

(Received March 27, 1981)

SUMMARY Finney and Laird [3], however, who used
interferometry on specular specimens

It is now widely accepted that the strain periodically repolished during cycling,
localized in the persistent slip bands (PSBs) measured the localized strain at a given point
of fatigued pure metals is about 0.01, s0 in life. They confirmed that the localized
much so that the average nature of this strain strain was about 0.01 (actually shear strain
appears to have been forgotten. Accordingly, amplitude equals 0.006 25), but this was an
we offer interferometric observations on the average value. Since then, the value of 0.01
details of slip offsets within PSBs. These were has acquired the inflexibility expected of the
obtained by repolishing the gauge surfaces of velocity of light, and its average nature
specimens cycled into saturation and restrain- appears to have been overlooked [41.
ing to the strain amplitude; they thus rep- Since attempts to understand cyclic defor-
resent PSB behavior in transitu. Strain con- mation require a realistic values (or values) of
centrations up to 1000 are shown to exist the localized strain [5 -9] and since fatigue
at the surface well into saturation. The impli- cracks are initiated in PSBs, almost certainly
cations of these results for understanding dis- as a result of the notch peak topography due
location behavior in fatigue are discussed: the to strain irreversibility, quantitative values of
slip step behavior can be explained by the the variation in strain localization are also
glide of groups of like-handed screw disloca- needed. The purpose of the present paper is
tions in the PSBs and is not consistent with a to demonstrate the degree of localization
model in which any significant part of the observed in copper single crystals oriented for
strain is due to edge dislocations bowing out single slip, to give some idea of the numbers
of the PSB walls. of dislocations involved in the volumes of

concentrated plastic strain and to explore
dislocation behavior with reference to inter-

I. INTRODUCTION ferometric observations.

By observing the fraction of the gauge sur-
face of a fatigued single crystal which was 2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
occupied by persistent slip bands (PSBs)
Winter concluded that the strain carried by a The results to be reported here were
PSB is about 0.01 [ 1, 21. Winter observed the obtained in the same investigation as that
PSBs from the start of cycling and thus the reported by Finney and Laird [31 but
measurement of strain localization was based were not reported then because of the need
on the integrated effect of all the cycling, for concise publication. Thus the exper-

0025-5416/81/0000-0000/$02.50 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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ABST.ACT
The microstructure observed in a Cu-Ni alloy fatigued in multiple glide consists

of two sets of similar dipolar walls parallel to two different {100) planes. These
are spaced approximately 0-5 pum apart within each met but are arranged in a non-
random manner in that L-joints and T-joints among the walls are much more
frequent than statistically expected. It is suggested that this occurs on account
of the screening of stresses at wall ends and/or the reduction of elastic constants
within the walls.

§ 1. INTRODUCTION

The arrangements of dislocations in face-centred cubic crystals, orientated
for single slip and fatigued to saturation, have been studied in detail, using
transmission electron microscopy, by a number of workers. This work has
recently been reviewed by Mughrabi (1979) and Laird (1979). Within the
persistent slip bands (PSBs) which are a ubiquitous feature, the dislocations are
arranged in walls perpendicular to the primary slip plane and direction. These
observations have been interpreted in terms of dipolar walls of edge dislocatiois
with short dislocation loops within and between the walls, including mechanisms
accounting for the formation of the walls, their average rather uniform spacing,
and the shape of the hysteresis loops (Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf an( Laird 1977. 1979,
Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf 1979 a, b, c).

When more than one slip system is olperative during the fatigue of f.c.c.
metals more complex dislocation structures have been observed, including
structures consisting of two sets of mutually pcrpendicular walls (Rajan,
Ramaswami and Sastry 1975, Rasmussen and Pedersen 1980, Charsley 1981).
It has recently been shown (Charsley 1981) that these walls may be parallel to
{100) and in that case can be formed through the operation of two slip systems.
In the particular example investigaitted two Burgers vectors are involved, both
in the formation of catch set of walls, and the sum of the two Burgers vectors
can be normal to each of the two sets of walls, with an appropriatc choice of
signs (see ('harslev 1991, fig. 3). It is, therefore, possible to interpret the
observed configurations as muttially perpendicular walls constructed from edge
dislocation dipoles with mutually perpendicular Burgers vectors.

uIII-rl6i oM/4406 13,51 ft!o0 0 Hw1 'lalur & Frativis lid
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Summary

Electrical brushes which were made of silver, copper and aluminum
foils of 12.5 and 25 in thickness and were composed of 15 - 195 individual
foils, were tested in purified argon on a polished copper rotor at a speed of
13 m s- '. Brush pressures varied between 3.1 X 103 and 2.8 X 104 N m- 2

and current densities were up to about 700 A cm - 2 (about 4500 A in- 2 ).
The observed dependence of the voltage drop across the brushes as a

function of the current densities agreed closely with Holm's contact theory
as applied to foil brushes. The film resistivities were found to be near aF f

10 -12 S1 m 2 for copper and silver and to be about 3 X 10 - 12 Z m2 for
aluminum. The projected performance of foil brushes based on these results
is very favorable and the future commercial use of foil brushes appears to be
possible.

The total loss, electrical and mechanical, through the brushes is inde-
pendent of current density if the brush pressure is chosen to minimize the
total loss. If so, the loss depends only on the brush speed, the hardness of
the softer of the two materials involved (i.e. of foil and rotor or slip ring),
the coefficient of friction and the film resistivity.

Microscopic surface examinations of rotor and brushes show that the
brush surface is smoothed through running the brush, whereas the rotor
remains almost unaffected or is mildly roughened, as long as no arcing takes
place. Arcing causes considerable surface roughening on both the brush and
the rotor surface and debris is thus deposited on the rotor; this can score
the brushes. Further experiments are required to determine the rate of brush
wear.

1. Introduction

The electrical resistance of electric brushes is composed of three parts:
Ro, the ohmic resistance of the brush body; Rc, the so-called constriction

*Present address: U.S. Navy Surface Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, VA, U.S.A.
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Zur Grofige des Reibungskoeffizienten mit und ohne Adhasion
Doris Kuhlman n-Wisdorf I

(Departemnent Metaalkunde. Katholieke Universiteit van Leuven, Belgien)

Gewidmet Herrn Professor Dr. phil. Dr. -Ing. E. h. Werner Koster zu seinemn 85. Geburtstag

Die oft relativ abrupte zwei- bis vierfache Zunahme des Reibungskoeffizienten bei steigender Normalkraft wird unter-
sucht. Laut Adhaisionstheorie soil bei niedrigem Drucc die relative Gleitung in Oberflachenfilmen stattfinden, wah-
rend bei h~heremn Drucc Kaltverschweiliungen auftreten und Scherung unter den Kontaktpunkten erzwingen. Elek-
trische Messungen widersprechen dieser Theorie. Es wird stattdessen vorgeschlagen. dall bei Trockenreibung die
Gleitung immer unter den Kontaktpunkten statttindlet, dali aber bei niedrigemn Reibungsdruck die Kontaktpunkte ein-
zeln operieren, wiihrend sic sich bei Auftreten von Kaltverschweiliungen zu Gruppen zusammenfinden. Die Erho-
hung des Reibungskoeffizienten ist eine Folge soicher Gruppierung. unabhangig davon, ob sie durch Kaltverschwei-
Biung erfolgt oder nicht. Es werden Vorschlage zur experimentellen Prujfung dieser Hypothese gemacht.

On the Magnitude of the Coefficient of Friction with and without Adhesion
The frequently observed, fairly abrupt two- to fourfold increase of the coefficient of friction with rising pressure is in-
vestigated. According to the adhesion theory, this occurs when coldwelding enforces subsurface shear below con-
tact spots, whereas at low pressures the relative movement supposedly occurs in surface films. Electrical measure-
ments are incompatible with this theory. Instead it is proposed that in dry sliding the relative shear always takes place
below the contact spots, but that these form interacting groups when coldwelding sets in. The increase of the coeff i-
cient of friction is believed to result from such grouping, whether or not it is triggered by coldwelding. Proposals are
made for the experimental testing of this hypothesis.

Die beiden wichtigsten Gesetze der Reibung, nimlich was spAtestens nach dem Einlaufen in
dall der Reibungskoeffizient in erster Niherung sowohi
unabhingig von der Gro~e der geometrischen Kontakt- IA = Ff/AbI- (4)
flache A., als auch von der Last ist, werden ganz alige-
mein darauf zuri~ckgef~hrt') 2)3), dall bei allen Bela- ubergegangen ist. Wenn also I unabhingig von F, ge-
stungsdrucken, die genugend weit unterhalb der ma- funden wird, dann bedeutet das, dali F, proportional zu
kroskopischen Festigkeit des Materials liegen, atomisti- -A, ist, da ja H eine Materialkonstante ist. Praktisch jedes;
sche Ber~hrung nur auf der vWel kleineren Gesamtflache Modell, bei dem relative Scherung nur an begrenzten
A. stattfindet, die jedoch plastisch verformt wird, und Kontaktpunkten stattfindet, ergibt diese Proportionali-
zwar etwa bis zur Sfttgungshirte H des weicheren der tit, und zwar unabhingig davon, ob diese Scherung im
beiden sich ber~hrenden Objekte. Die atomistische Kon- Material selbst, in Oberflfichenfilmen, Oder in einer et-
taktfliche A. besteht wiederum aus n Kontaktpunkten waigen absichtlich eingefdhrten Schmierung stattfindet.
mit der durchschnittlichen Ausdehnung a, = Ab/n. So- Die wesentliche Frage, die es zu beantworten gilt, ist
mit ist deren durchschnittlicher Durchmesser d etwa demnach, wo mikroskopisch gesehen die relative Sche-

rung stattfindet, da diese den mechanischen Widerstand
d = V~bln 11) gegen die Gleitung und damit die Gr6lle des Reibungs-

koeffizienten bestimmt.
wobei A, durch die Hfirte H bestimmt ist. Wenn man emn-
fachheitshalber H als den mittleren Normaldruck Ober ei- Verbessertes Modell zur Reibung ohne Adhaision
nem Kugeleindruck definiert, wenn das Material bis zur
Sittgung verfestigt warden ist, so ist Kujrzlich ist emn verbessertes Model) der Reibung vorge-

schlagen warden 4), welches; verschiedene Einwinde ge-
Ab F,,/sH (2) gen die bisher gangige Adhisionstheorie1 ) 3) in Rech-

nung stellt. Dieses ist in Bild 1c schematisch dargestelit,
mit der Kraft F, mit denen die beiden reibenden Objekte im Vergleich mit demn Adhalsionsmodell (Bild 1a) und
zusammengepre&t werden, und einem Faktor C, der zwi- dem ,Durchpflrjgungsmodell" (Bild 1b). Im neuen Mo-
schen etwa 0, 1 und 1 variieren kann2), aber meistens na- dell ist die Adhision dlurch Kaltverschweiliung ersetzt
he bel 1 log?. worden dutch mechansche Verhakung durch Mikrorau-

Wrd die Tangentialkraft, weiche zur relativen Gleitung higkeit. Es beruht auf der Einsicht, daS atomistische
zwiche de bedenreiendn Oleken ~ti is, mt Kontaktflichen zwischen zwei Oberfli~chen niemals glatt

zwiche de bide rebenenObjkte ndigidurch F bleiben konnen: Verformung durch Versetzungen ist
bezeichnet, ist der Reibungskoeffizient yi gegeben mesesihooeuetel nrrzutGetlne u

=F 1/F. = F/1AH ()die Oberfliche. Wenn Verzwillingung eintritt, ist die Ver-
formung noch inhomogener. Weiterhin sind alle kristalli-
nen Materiale elastisch inhomogen, was bei gleichmalsi-

)Seurlaubt von Deparment for Materials Science, University gem Oberflachendruck zwischen Vielkristallen an jeder
of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901, USA. Korngrenze zu abrupten Niveauinderungen fuhren mull.
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LOW-ENERGY DISLOCATION CELL STRUCTURES PRODUCED BY CROSS-SLIP
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Computer calculations have shown that a dislocation arrangement which has a particularly
low strain energy (per unit length of dislocation line) is a distinctive three-dimensional checker-
board pattern of parallelepipedal cells with a common axis of relative misorientation (1). In
this arrangement cell walls (more or less) at right angles to the rotation axis are (essentially)
twist boundaries. Cell walls (more or less) parallel to this axis are (essentially) tilt bounda-
ries. The sense of rotation alternates between adjacent cells, across all boundaries. Dislocat-
ions in the cell walls have coplanar Burgers vectors, at right angles to the rotation axis.

Dislocation cell structures with a checkerboard pattern have often been described in the
literature (c.f.2). For example, indrawn iron wire the cells are elongated parallel to the rotation
axis, which is also the wire axis (3,4). Striations with a similar geometry are found in crystals
drawn or grown from the melt (5,6).

In this letter we focus attention on crystals deformed in single glide, which may also con-
tain ordered, misoriented sequences of dislocation cells (e.g., cf. Figs. 8 and 9 of (7)). We con-
sider f.c.c. crystals, where alternating rotations about an axis close to the <112> "roller" axis
(i.e. the primary edge direction) are common.

Recently, a cross-slip mechanism for the formation of dislocation structures during single
glide has been developed and related to observations (8- 12). The basic structural units produced
by this mechanism are arrays of primary prismatic dislocations, stacked along b, whose internal
stresses have been relaxed by secondary slip. Although at first sight these units appear to be
quite different from the parallelepipedal cells predicted by the computer calculations, they are
in fact the same, as we explain below. We describe the mechanism (shown in the figure) before
discussing the structures it produces.

Beginning with one dipolar loop dragged out by a jogged primary dislocation (near A) a
stepped trail of boxlike dislocation arrays forms (A-F). Each array consists of similar prismatic
loops deposited side by side when primary dislocations in a procession cross-slip consecutively
over previously formed loops. This is shown for an idealised model, which is based on observations
of similar stepped trails in neutron irradiated copper single crystals (9). Each prismatic array
encloses material which is strained in compression (A- D) or tension (E and F) along the primary
slip direction. A detailed analysis of the stresses of the arrays (10) shows that in f.c.c.
crystals plastic relaxation will occur by slip on the secondary systems A6 and C1, inside the
prisms (notation of Schmid and Boas, see (13)). The three Burgers vectors (one primary, twosecond-
ary) which make up the final plastically relaxed structure are coplanar on the cross-slip plane.

The net effect of this sequence of dislocation manoeuvres is as follows. Secondary dislo-
cations, generated inside the boxes, react with the sheets of primary edge dislocations of opposite
sign which form the top and bottom of the boxes. Segments of Lomer-Cottrell dislocations form at
nodes (A6 and C1 are Lomer-Cottrell forming secondary systems, with the primary system) and a dis-
torted hexagonal network may result (cf. Figs. 2 and 3 of (14)). The top and bottom of each box
are transformed by plastic relaxation to approach the configuration of tilt walls with a
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Again and again, discussions among colleagues, as well as a study of the relevant publica-
tions, reveal a disturbing non-uniformity in the use of technical expressions describing dislo-
cation arrays. This practice has led to, or perhaps is caused by, an insufficient appreciation
of the actual physical differences among arrays which, as seen in TEM micrographs, may look much
the same, yet have quite different properties and a different significance. It was thus con-
sidered useful to propose a nomenclature which at this point is believed to be the most widely
accepted for the different types of dislocation arrays, in the hope that this nomenclature will
become standard in work concerning dislocation behavior and effects of dislocations in crystal-
line materials.

1. Single Dislocations and Small Arrays

No definition needs to be given for edge and screw dislocations, etc. since the pertinent
terms appear to be accepted and understood. Still, it may be useful to review some of the
terms used for specific dislocation types and small groups even though there is little confusion
regarding these.

A. Dislocation Dipoles and Multipoles

Dislocation Dipole

A relatively isolated pair of parallel dislocations with equal but anti-parallel Burgers
vectors.

Vacancy-type Dislocation Dipole

A relatively isolated pair of parallel edge dislocations, or dislocations with a strong edge
component, with equal and opposite Burgers vectors, not lying on the same slip plane, such that
their dilated sides are nearest to each other.
Interstitial-type Dislocation Dipole

A relatively isolated pair of parallel edge dislocations, or dislocations with a strong edge
component, with equal and opposite Burgers vectors, not lying on the same slip plane, such that
their compressed sides are nearest to each other.

(Axial) Dislocation Multipole

A relatively isolated group of an arbitrary number of parallel edge dislocations whose axes
lie as if on the surface of a cylinder or general prism, such that their Burgers vectors are
normal in the same sense (e.g. all pointing inwards) to the cylinder or prism surface at their
specific positions. It is a characteristic of such an arrangement that it has no long-range

15-
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